Introduction: The phylogenetic tree of life {#s0001}
===========================================

One must take note of a fundamental dichotomy when approaching any comparative biological issue across the full phylogenetic spectrum. Does one wish to seek an understanding of the most general characteristics of living systems that are common to all life, such as cell membrane structure and function, specific enzymes, genes, metabolic pathways, or to those characteristics that are unique to each group, (i.e. what uniquely sets this group apart from all others)? For example, how does the mammal differ from the bird or reptile? Obviously both approaches, comparative similarities and comparative differences, are of interest since all living systems have characteristics that are common to all life as well as characteristics that are unique to each group. It is these 2 approaches to comparative studies that give meaning to any of the "Phylogenetic Tree of Life" models of evolution that have been proposed, such as that by Woese, ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0001] Figure 1.Woese\'s universal \'Phylogenetic Tree of Life Model\' determined from rRNA sequence comparisons.[@cit0001] (Reprinted with permission. © 1987 American Society for Microbiology).

The universe is estimated to have begun about 15 billion years ago; the origin of the planet earth, about 5 billion years ago. The earliest indicators of life on earth suggest life began about 3.5 to 4 billion years ago. The similarities among all present day organisms from bacteria to humans suggest the presence of a common origin from which all known species diverged through the process of evolution.

The Woese model ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), which is receiving considerable support, proposes that of the 3 domains of life, the archaebacteria and eubacteria are the least evolved types of cells. They are the closest to the common point of origin of life about 4 billion years ago. Eukaryotes are the most evolved type of single cell. According to Woese, eukaryotes did not begin to diversify (i.e., branch out) until relatively late in evolution. It begins at a time when the eubacteria diversify into those that show oxygenic photosynthesis. This refers to the photosynthetic process which began about 3 billion years ago when bacteria drastically changed the earth\'s atmosphere by producing oxygen. This change allowed the further multicellular evolution of the eukaryotes. While diversification of eukaryotes continues in unicellular protozoa, multicellular eukaryotes on Woese\'s phylogenetic tree of life model include plants, animals and fungi. Thus, phylogenetic tree models are schematics to illustrate comparative similarities and differences over time across the entire phylogenetic spectrum, which includes aneural single cell organisms, such as bacteria and protozoa, as well as multicellular plant and animal life.

Many of the phenomena studied in Neuroscience are not unique to nervous systems but also occur in single-cell aneural systems. Thus, sensory transduction and electrical conduction can be seen in protozoa.[@cit0003] If one examines comparative similarities of insects and humans**,** for example, it is noted that insects (a class of arthropods**)**, and vertebrates (from which humans evolved**)**, are estimated to have diverged about 500 to 600 million years ago, i.e., both insects and vertebrates had a common evolutionary background for over 2 billion years before they diverged on the phylogenetic tree. Thus, when it comes to comparing nervous system functions of all kinds, the evidence shows that humans and insects have much in common. Because of this common origin of life, there is no limit as to which living systems can be compared for both similarities and differences. It is these comparative similarities and differences that give meaning to the concept of the phylogenetic tree of life as well as to the evolutionary significance for survival of the various biological characteristics that are seen.

With respect to the evolution of 'behavior', 'learning', 'memory' and 'mind\', the field of Psychology primarily has been concerned with how to 'verbalize\' and 'describe\' them, (i.e. label them), rather than how to investigate their evolution biologically. The main attempt in this paper is to do just that. The full evolutionary range considered in this paper is described in the Abstract and shown in [Figure 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}.

How does one measure the physical universe and behavioral and biological changes in the same metrics? {#s0002}
=====================================================================================================

Measuring the \'physical universe\' {#s0002-0001}
-----------------------------------

Scientists have created and use a series of fundamental measuring units and their derivatives to measure all the biological phenomena of life as well as the entire physical universe. These measuring units and their derivatives are fundamental to scientific research. One set of such fundamental metrics for measurement are the \"CGS\" units, representing length ('centimeters\'), mass ('grams\'), and time ('seconds\'). Terms, such as 'density\', 'velocity\', acceleration\' and 'force\', are 'derivative measures\' of these fundamental 'CGS\' measures.[^a^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"} [^1] Measurements made in the physical universe require a 'frame of reference\' (FOR) from which such measurements are made. Depending on the FOR used, the values of the obtained measures vary. Thus, measuring the speed of a car going past you when you are standing on a corner, and the speed of the same car when you are riding in another car alongside it are different when measured from each of these 2 'frames of reference\', even though the physical laws underlying both measures are the same. With the exception of the 'velocity of light\' in Einstein\'s 'Special Theory of Relativity\', which Einstein postulated to be the same regardless of the FOR used, all other measurements in the physical universe vary with the FOR from which such measurements are made.

The fundamental measurements used in biology are these same basic measures. Thus, biological measures of 'DNA\', or an 'enzyme\' are all measureable in these same basic 'CGS\' measures and their derivatives. However, particularly in the field of Psychology, when it comes to some 'behavioral\' and so-called 'mind\' neuroscience issues, the basic terminology used often is not quantifiable in these fundamental measuring units of science or their derivatives.[@cit0005]

Measuring the changes in '*behavior\'* related to '*learning and memory\'* across phylogeny {#s0002-0002}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Like light, 'behavior\' is not stationary in the physical world. The word itself denotes movement over time. Unlike physical objects, such as a table or a chair, 'behavior\' has no specific fixed spatial dimensions at any given point in space/time, but rather is constantly changing its spatial characteristics over time. Considering the dynamics of this phenomenon, finding a fixed physical 'frame of reference\' (FOR) from which to measure it and its changes across the full phylogenetic tree of life is difficult. When it comes to learning and memory, there are 4 basic 'behaviors and their changes\', most commonly studied in the field of Psychology. They are:

### Habituation and sensitization

These two learned behavioral changes generally refer to a repetitive external sensory stimulus leading to an effector response change over several stimulus repetitions, (i.e., trials). They can be examined throughout phylogeny from 'an aneural protozoan contraction magnitude change to a repeated vibratory stimulus\', to 'a human galvanic skin response (GSR) change\' to a repeated tone.[@cit0007] Thus, the sensory stimulus input and effector output of habituation and sensitization learning can represent either a decrease (*habituation*) or an increase (*sensitization*) in effector response magnitude, in a given person or organism to a particular sensory stimulus over initial stimulus repetitions.[^b^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"} [^2] It has been shown many times that these 2 behavioral changes over repetitive trials *(habituation and sensitization)* are not merely due to sensory receptor adaptation or effector fatigue. Various theories regarding the possible evolutionary significance of these 2 learned behavioral changes, observed across phylogeny from aneural protozoa to humans and which show remarkable similarity, have been proposed.[@cit0007]^,^[@cit0010]

### Pavlovian (Classical) conditioning

Pavlovian conditioning learning is based on the temporal pairing of 2 stimuli over repeated trials. One of the stimuli (called the unconditioned stimulus or UCS) triggers an effector system reflex, such as salivation to food in the mouth or heart rate increase to a shock. The other stimulus, called the conditional stimulus or CS (e.g., a tone), initially does not trigger this reflex. However, when temporally paired with the UCS, (i.e. when the CS precedes the UCS in onset time over several stimulus presentations (trials)), the CS gradually leads to an increase in effector response magnitude. Commonly used effector system responses in such learning in vertebrates include salivation, GSR, and heart rate change. In order to demonstrate that the effector system change to the CS is based on the 'temporal order\' of onset of the 2 stimuli, and not just to the occurrence of the 2 stimuli *per se,* a 'control group\' can be used which receives the same number of both stimuli except that the 'temporal order\' of onset presentation of the 2 stimuli is reversed. Thus, UCS onset precedes the CS.

This 'control group\' shows no continuous increase in response magnitude to the CS over repetitive trials.[@cit0014] Thus, the learning associated with 'Pavlovian conditioning\' is a function of the 'temporal order\' of onset of the 2 paired stimuli. In addition to the 'temporal order\' being critical for Pavlovian conditioning, it also has been shown that the 'temporal interval\' between CS and UCS onset time is critical. Thus, when the temporal interval between the CS and UCS onset time increases or decreases by as little as .5 seconds it can increase or decrease the magnitude of Pavlovian conditioning in humans over trials considerably.[@cit0014]

### 'Instrumental' or 'self-initiated\' learned behavior

This 'behavioral learning\', unlike habituation, sensitization, and Pavlovian conditioning which depend on *specific* external stimuli to trigger *specific* effector responses, is *self-initiated*. It is generally studied in a laboratory-created environment in which a rat, for example, is placed in a box with a bar in it (Skinner box) and, if the rat presses the bar during its explorative behavior, it receives a pellet of food; or if it is placed in a T-maze, where it can make a choice to turn right or left. If the correct choice is made it receives a pellet of food.[@cit0016] The change in the behavior over trials in these 'devices\' is based on the nature of the 'reward\'. If, for example, pressing the bar in the Skinner box or turning right in a T-maze leads to positive reinforcement such as food, the rat\'s learned behavioral changes improve more rapidly each time it is placed in this 'device\', in order to achieve the reward as soon as possible.

Instrumental learned behavior also can occur to negative reinforcement such as a shock to the feet. Thus, a rat can be placed in the 'white side\' of a 'hurdle box\' with a shock grid on the floor and a 'hurdle\' to jump over. When the shock is turned on the rat will learn over repeated trials to jump over the hurdle to escape the shock. Thus, the rat learns, each time it is placed in the 'hurdle box\', over trials to avoid the shock more rapidly. It is predicted that if the rat is shocked outside of the hurdle box, and then placed in the 'white side\' of the 'hurdle box\', it will not immediately jump over the hurdle.[@cit0016] If this is proven, it will show that it is not the shock per se, but the pattern of stimulation and response sequence that determines the changes in behavior over trials. Thus, just as with habituation, sensitization and Pavlovian conditioning, it is likely that instrumental learned behavioral changes involve a repeated temporal sequence of stimulus input and effector response changes that lead, over trials, to acquired memory.

### Role of 'time\' in learning and memory

As noted, learning involves linking 2 or more repetitive 'stimulus\' and 'response\' events, (i.e., 'trials\'), over time. The perception of time is based on the linking or connecting of at least 2 non-simultaneously occurring events---a *first* and a *second*. It is the ability of the organism to connect these 2 non-simultaneously occurring events that give it the perception of time. It is the *second* occurring event that serves as the unit to measure time. Without time perception, there could be no learning, and without learning, there could be no \"acquired memory.\" Thus, the concept of learning involves the association, i.e., the linking of non-simultaneously occurring external stimulus and organism response events. It would appear that the primary transition from 'learning\' to 'acquired memory storage\' in all 4 types of learning (habituation, sensitization, Pavlovian conditioning and Instrumental learning) is that of converting a repeated sequence of serial events into a 3D structural state for storage in the system.[@cit0016]

Exploration of the '*dilemma\'* of how to compare '*instrumental learning and memory\'* across the phylogenetic tree of life {#s0003}
============================================================================================================================

In habituation, sensitization and Pavlovian conditioning, the exact sensory stimulus input and effector response elements are very 'specifiable\'. However, in 'instrumental learning\', the 'specific external stimulus input\' that is responsible for the 'self-initiated behavior and its changes,\' and the exact nature of the 'effector responses and their changes\' over trials, are often not 'specifiable\'.[@cit0017] This is the dilemma of studying 'instrumental learning and memory\' across the full phylogenetic tree of life.

'Instrumental learning\' commonly involves a rat or a pigeon, which often is placed in a given laboratory 'device\', and either presses a bar in a 'Skinner box\', turns right or left in a 'T-maze\' or is placed in a 'hurdle box\'.[@cit0016] After the appropriate 'device behavior\' has been 'self-initiated\', the motivation to continue it is based on the nature of the 'reinforcer\' or 'reward\' at the end of the task, (i.e., either a positive or a negative one). Thus, a positive reward, such as food, can lead to a rapid change in the behavior leading to it, while a negative reinforcer, such as a shock, leads to a rapid change in the behavior of escaping and avoiding it.

As noted, pressing a bar in a 'Skinner box\' or turning right or left in a 'T-maze\' can lead to a positive reward such as food. Several repetitions of these procedures lead to a shorter time to achieve the reward over repetitive trials. Generally the physical parameters of 'instrumental behavior\', and a learned change in them over trials, are not measured in terms of specific 'biological effector system changes\' to 'specific repetitive external stimulus\' presentations, as they are in habituation, sensitization and Pavlovian conditioning, but rather by the 'context\' or 'device\' in which such behavior occurs as, for example, pressing a bar in a 'Skinner box\', or turning right or left at the choice point in a 'T-maze\'. A 'T-maze\', or a 'Skinner box with a bar to press\', commonly are the contexts used to define such behavior and its changes.[@cit0017] Thus, the exact meaning of the term 'instrumental behavior and its change\' in such situations varies with the 'context\' or 'device\' in which it is examined.

While the physical boundaries of such 'instrumental (self-initiated) behaviors\' and their changes are not fixed and sharply defined in terms of biological effector measures, (e.g., skeletal muscle changes), of the person or organism, it also is the case that its measured outcome is often not 'behavior\' per se, but the 'effect of the behavior\' on the environment it is in. Thus, 'pressing a bar\' in a 'Skinner box\' is not a description of behavior per se, but the effect of an organism\'s behavior on the environment it is in. So-called 'bar press behavior\', for example, could mean a 'foreleg press\', a 'hind leg press\', a 'right or left leg press\' or a \'both-legs\' press---or even a nose or beak press. All lead to the same effect, (i.e. 'pressing a bar\'). However, the press of the bar is the 'result of the behavior\', not the 'behavior\' itself. Often, the nearest we come to measuring 'an instrumental component of the behavior\' in 'effector system\' measures is to view a 'bird nest\' or a 'spider web\' as it is being built. But even in these cases the so-called 'behavior\' being measured is often after they are built, (i.e., the 'nest\' or \'web), and not 'the behavior itself\' as they are being built.

'Behavior\' as a 'concept\', in such situations, is ill-defined and tenuous. Exactly what it is that the brain is 'processing\' and 'storing\' when it comes to such 'self-initiated instrumental behavior and its change over time\' is generally unknown, since the term itself, 'self-initiated behavior\', is tenuous in its definition and, as noted, is often defined by its 'methodological impact\' or effect on the environment rather than on measureable effector system changes within the organism over time. Furthermore, joint and skeletal muscle activity, which often are the basis of the so-called 'instrumental behaviors\' may change their spatial and temporal characteristics continuously over time and are not generally measured in the CGS units that can be (and are) used to define and measure other physical and biological changes. Thus, we are left with the fundamental and disconcerting question as to whether such 'learned self-initiated behavioral information\', as it is stored in the brain, represents a sequence of specific effector system responses to the stimulus situation (i.e., the 'device\') the animal is placed in, or does it only represent the final outcome or goal of such actions, (i.e., the 'bar press\' or a 'correct turn\' in a T-maze)? If it is a combination of both, then what are the specific physical characteristics of what it is, (i.e., specific stimuli and responses), that are encoded in the brain and stored as 'self-initiated learned behavior\' and memory?[@cit0017] Clearly, in order to establish a physical relationship between (a) the initial 'cause\' (i.e., the specific sensory input in the 'device\' responsible for the learned behavioral changes) and (b) the 'effect\', (i.e., the learned motor behavioral changes (often involving muscle contractions) and how it is stored as a memory and has evolved throughout phylogeny, it is necessary to measure both (a) sensory 'cause\' and (b) 'effect\' in the same physical units, e.g., nerve impulses, when possible. The absence of such 'dimensional equivalence\' in cause and effect measures prevents specifically knowing the neural bases of the 'self-initiated instrumental learning\', its memory, and how it has evolved over time. In the next 2 sections (IV & V) 'model systems\' will be reviewed that show how it may be possible to compare all 4 types of learning and memory across the full phylogenetic spectrum.

A suggested \'model system\' of how both the evolution of *habituation and sensitization learning* and *Pavlovian conditioning* can be compared across phylogeny in organisms with nervous systems {#s0004}
==================================================================================================================================================================================================

The hypothetical model system shown in [Figure 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} indicates how such a simple approach may be useful in answering fundamental questions about the 'neural bases\' of habituation, sensitization and Pavlovian conditioning across phylogeny in organisms with a nervous system.[@cit0019] It represents a simple way to help determine the relative contributions that primary sensory input, motor output, efferent sensory gating, and afferent sensory feedback play in the evolution of learning and memory. All sensory input and motor output are measured in the same units, (i.e., nerve impulses). Thus, as shown, if one were to record from the motor nerve which goes directly to an effector such as a muscle and sever this distally from the effector as in (b), it should be possible to eliminate afferent sensory feedback from the active effector system. Correspondingly, if one stimulates primary sensory nerve input directly, bypassing the primary sensory receptors as in (c), it should be possible to separate out the effects of efferent gating (i.e., inhibition of sensory input) at the receptor level. By stimulating the cut primary sensory nerve directly and recording from the cut motor nerve output as in (d), it should be possible to remove the roles of both efferent gating at the sensory receptor level and afferent sensory feedback in the learning and memory. Thus, in principle, it should be possible to determine what the relative contributions all these factors make to any learning and memory storage that occurred. All biological changes are measured in the same CGS units, namely, parameters of nerve discharges. Thus, one can stimulate and monitor known sensory inputs, as well as monitor interneuron activity and motor outputs. Questions can be asked and answered about rates and magnitude of learning, retention,---in fact, the questions that are normally asked about behavioral learning and memory in any system---except that we now know specifically what is coming into the system and being processed, and what is going out to the effector system. With such a hypothetical model system it may be possible to answer questions of how any nervous system may encode the various non-simultaneous temporal sequences of events that form the bases of habituation and sensitization learning, as well as that of Pavlovian conditioning.[@cit0016] Figure 2.A \'simple schematic model\' of how behavioral learning and memory (Pavlovian conditioning, habituation and sensitization) can be examined in the nervous system across phylogeny where the sensory input, learning and memory processing, and motor output all can be measured in the same dimensionally equivalent metrics of nerve impulses. It also may serve as a model for part of an organism\'s nervous system, e.g., a \'ganglion\', where the sensory and motor systems to it are intact. (a) Usual learning system of an intact organism: REC. (sensory receptor); AFF. (sensory nerve); INT. integrator (ganglion or brain); EFF.(motor nerve) to an effector such as a muscle. (b) Bypassing the role of \'afferent sensory feedback\' from the effector response by recording directly from the cut efferent nerve. (c) Bypassing the role of \'efferent gating\', i.e. inhibition of primary sensory input to the system, by stimulating the cut sensory nerve directly rather than stimulating it through its sensory receptors. (d) Bypassing the roles of both primary sensory receptor input and proprioceptive feedback from effector output in learning and memory by cutting the sensory nerve and eliminating efferent gating, i.e., inhibition of sensory input through sensory receptors, and cutting the motor nerve and eliminating afferent sensory feedback from the effector response.[@cit0019] (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).

The purpose of utilizing a model system is to simplify the variables involved in the analysis. Fundamental to the use of a model system is the notion that the variables and their interactions in the model also apply to the intact and more complex biological system that is being modeled. The hypothetical model in [Figure 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} shows how such an approach can be useful in answering fundamental questions about the evolution of learning and memory across the phylogenetic spectrum in organisms with a nervous system. It would be desirable to know and separate out, for example, the relative contributions that primary sensory input, motor output, efferent gating, and afferent sensory feedback play in the evolution of habituation, sensitization and Pavlovian conditioning learning and their memory. The approaches shown in [Figure 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} make it possible to ascertain for a given nervous system, at any level of the phylogenetic tree, what the relative contributions such factors play in learning and memory storage. In principle, they allow us to ask as we ascend the evolutionary tree whether or not, and in what ways, phenomena such as *feedback* and *gating* are involved in learning and memory storage. One might expect, for example, that at lower phylogenetic levels there is relatively little difference in learning and memory for a given nervous system between stimulating the primary sensory nerve directly and recording from the motor nerve as in example (d), and stimulating through its sensory receptors and recording its effector output as in example (a) (assuming that there is relatively little, if any, contribution from *feedback and gating processes* in learning in this system). However, as we ascend the phylogenetic tree, we may well expect to see a marked difference in *learning* and *memory* when we have eliminated *afferent sensory feedback* and *efferent gating* from consideration.

A suggested 'model system' of how the use of a '*negative reinforcer\'* may allow '*instrumental learning\'* to be quantified and measured in the same dimensionally equivalent CGS units as that used for '*Pavlovian conditioning and habituation and sensitization\'*, across phylogeny {#s0005}
==========================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================

In an insect each pair of the 3 pairs of legs is connected to a thoracic ganglion and its peripheral nerves as shown in [Figure 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}. In the cockroach, a thoracic ganglion may contain as few as a thousand neurons. Each ganglion can be viewed as a '*mini-brain\'* when it comes to learning and memory.[@cit0015] Figure 3.Schematic dorsal view of the 3 thoracic ganglia of the cockroach (prothoracic, mesothoracic and metathoracic) showing the bilateral peripheral nerves of each ganglion going to a pair of legs, as well as the 2 connectives between the ganglia. This system can be used for studying learning and memory in the same ganglion, as well as studying the transfer of such learning-related information from ganglion one to ganglion two and three. The actual escape-avoidance learning procedure used in the first prothoracic ganglion is shown in [Figure 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}.[@cit0019] (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).

Instrumental learning is explored using 'shock escape/avoidance learning\' in the cockroach. The 'behavior\' examined is that of 'flexion and extension of the coxal-trochanter joint in a particular leg, such as that innervated by the first prothoracic ganglion\', of the cockroach. In addition to examining learning per se in a particular ganglion, the 'transfer\' of such learning-related information between the thoracic ganglia of the cockroach also is discussed. This approach represents one way to explore how instrumental learning and memory may possibly be encoded in the nervous system, and its evolution compared across phylogeny in organisms with a nervous system.[@cit0019]

The 3 thoracic ganglia (prothoracic, mesothoracic, and metathoracic, in rostro-caudal order) are interconnected by paired ventral connectives which are the neuronal pathways through which interganglionic communication can occur.[@cit0024] Peripheral branches of the sensory and motor nerves of the first thoracic ganglion are confined to the ipsilateral half of the ganglion that they innervate and are not present in the connectives between the first and second ganglia. Thus, it would appear that whatever information is transferring from a ganglion (from ganglion one to ganglion two or three) is doing so by 'interneurones\' and not by primary sensory or motor neuron branches.

The so-called 'yoked control\' procedure for studying such 'shock avoidance learning\' was first developed by Brady in his seminal studies on the executive monkey syndrome in 1958.[@cit0025] It was first used to study escape/avoidance learning in the insect ventral nerve cord by Horridge in 1962.[@cit0026] The 'initial training\' procedure involves connecting the corresponding prothoracic legs (ganglion one) of 2 decapitated insects in a 'series circuit\' as shown in [Figure 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}. One of the 2 animals, called the positional or 'P\' animal, activates the circuit when its prothoracic leg lead is in the saline dish. When this occurs, both animals receive shocks until the 'P\' animal flexes and lifts its leg lead out of the saline dish. The other animal of the pair, called the random or 'R\' animal (yoked control) has no control over the shock and receives a shock whenever the 'P\' animal\'s leg lead is extended into its own saline dish. Thus, the 'R\' animal receives shocks when its prothoracic leg lead is in a variety of different positions, while the 'P\' animal, which controls the shock, is only shocked when its own leg lead is extended into its saline dish. Hence, both 'P and R\' legs receive an identical pattern and number of shocks during this 'initial training\'. Figure 4.During \'initial training\' the \'left prothoracic 'P\' and 'R\' legs\' are wired in series and the tarsal lead of P, upon extension into the saline dish, initiates shock pulses to both P and R legs with the same current, and these pulses are recorded as an indication of P\'s leg position and activity. When the tarsal lead of R makes contact with its saline dish during the \'initial training period\', no shock is given to either leg, but the pulses initiated by R are recorded just as they are for P as an indication of R\'s leg position and activity during initial training. During the \'testing period\' the legs are now wired in parallel and each leg can, upon extension into its own saline dish, initiate shock only to itself. The shocks initiated by each leg are recorded. There have been several variations of this procedure. Even with these procedural variations there has been great consistency in the results obtained. The advantages of this particular procedure are: (1) the legs of P and R are identically wired and stimulated; (2) no alteration of the actual wiring on the P and R legs themselves is required in going from training to testing; (3) R\'s leg position can be recorded during training. Abbreviations used: G, glass rod that the cockroach is attached to by its dorsal surface; A, animal; W, wax dab to insulate the tarsal lead from the leg; SD, saline dish; S1, S2, stimulators; Synch., synchronous frequency output from both P (S1) and R (S2) stimulators; R1 , R2, polygraph recorders for pulses initiated by P and R tarsal leads when they make contact with the saline.[@cit0022] (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).

Following a 30--45 minute 'initial training period\', the prothoracic legs of both animals are reconnected in a 'parallel circuit\' for a 'testing period\' ([Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Each animal now receives a shock independently of the other when its own prothoracic leg lead is extended into its own saline dish. If any learned association between leg extension and shock occurs during 'initial training\', then during the ' test period\' the 'P\' member of the pair would be expected to initiate fewer shocks than the former 'R\' member. This is predicted because during the training period leg lead extension always was associated with shock in the 'P\' animals, and only 'randomly\' in the 'R\' animals. The data Horridge presents for 2 groups of insects (the cockroach and the locust) show that the 'P\' animals, as a group, initiate significantly fewer shocks than the former 'R\' animals during the test period. He interpreted this as a demonstration of shock avoidance learning by the insect ventral nerve cord. It also has been shown that even a 'single isolated prothoracic ganglion preparation\', (i.e., a decapitated cockroach, with both of its posterior ventral nerve connectives cut before any training) also is capable of showing this same learning.[@cit0015]

In addition to 'shock escape/avoidance learning\' in a 'single thoracic ganglion\', it has been shown that such learning-related information in both 'P\' and 'R\' preparations can be transferred from one thoracic ganglion to another as schematized in [Figure 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}.[@cit0019] Horridge used a yoked control procedure to train the first prothoracic leg of a decapitated 'P\' cockroach, in series with its yoked 'R\' partner, to flex its leg lead to avoid shock, but later tested the third metathoracic leg (which never received any shocks directly during initial training). One can study transfer of learning-related information from the first ganglion to the third, as Horridge did, or from the first ganglion to the second as others have done.[@cit0020] Horridge found a significant difference in the number of shocks received by the third legs (metathoracic) during 'testing\' such that the third leg of the 'P\' animal showed a greater degree of shock avoidance than the third leg of the former 'R\' animal, when each could now control its own shock occurrence independently by flexing its own third leg out of its saline dish. During the first 10 minutes of\' 'testing\' the former 'P\' (prothoracic) preparation showed a continuous decrement in number of shocks received by its third leg. This decrement was more rapid than that shown by its first leg during the 'initial training\' period. The former R (prothoracic) preparation, however, showed an increase in number of shocks received by its third leg during the 'initial testing period\'. This was followed by a later decrease similar to that seen in the 'P\' third leg. Thus, both 'P\' and 'R\' learning-related information can transfer from the first (prothoracic) ganglion to the third (metathoracic) ganglion in the decapitated cockroach. These same results also were observed in 'transfer\' from the first prothoracic to the second mesothoracic ganglion.[@cit0020]

The behavioral characteristics associated with 'transfer of learning-related information\' from one thoracic ganglion to another include: (1) If both connectives from the first to the second thoracic ganglia are cut prior to training the first leg, no transfer occurs. If both connectives are cut right after training, transfer already has occurred. This indicates that transfer is mediated by the ventral interganglionic nerve connectives;[@cit0029] (2) it has been shown that transfer between ganglia occurs equally well if only one connective between the ganglia is left intact during initial training. It makes no difference whether the intact connective is on the same or opposite side as the leg being initially trained. Thus, whatever information is represented in each connective, it is redundant with respect to its ability to produce a significant difference during testing in a posterior ganglion in either the right or left leg; (3) both 'P\' and 'R\' information transfer from one ganglion to another, (i.e., information related to shock avoidance learning) (P)) as well as information related to the behavior described in mammals as 'learned helplessness\', (i.e. (R)), when shock occurs irrespective of what the animal does during the initial training period.[@cit0020] Thus, we not only see more rapid learning in the third leg receiving the 'transferred information\' from the 'P\' (prothoracic) trained leg, but we see interference, (i.e., learned helplessness), in the ability of the third leg receiving information transferred from its 'R\' (prothoracic) leg to show such initial shock avoidance learning; (4) 'behavioral rectification of transfer\' also is observed, i.e., learning-related information appears to transfer from anterior to posterior ganglia , i.e. from ganglion one to 2 and 3, but not from ganglion 2 to one.[@cit0030]

How is *instrumental learning-related information* coded for '*transfer\'* from one ganglionic site in the cockroach to another ganglionic site? {#s0006}
================================================================================================================================================

Because transfer of learning-related information occurs through *interneurones* in the connectives between the *trained* and *tested* ganglia, this indicates that the learning-related information transfer likely involves 'coded\' primary sensory and motor information.[@cit0032] This system offers a unique opportunity (which needs to be explored further) to examine how such nerve impulse information can be coded or sequenced temporally to transfer 'instrumental avoidance learning-related information\' from one ganglionic site to another.[@cit0030]

What is the learning-related information that is coded for transfer, and, what is the nature of the code used to transfer such information?[@cit0021] Is it possible to reveal a pattern or code of impulses traversing the connectives between the first to second or third ganglion associated with the statements \"lift the leg to avoid shock,\" \"extend the leg to avoid shock\" or \"the leg will be shocked independently of its movement\"? What constitutes a \"bit\" or \"unit\" of such transferred CNS information relevant to 'avoidance learning\' (P information) and 'learned helplessness\' (R information) learning?

It is very likely that the basic coding mechanisms for transfer of learning-related information, (e.g., instrumental, habituation and sensitization, and Pavlovian conditioning), used in the ventral nerve cord of the insect is widely distributed throughout the animal kingdom, and likely includes the more complex mammalian nervous system since, as previously noted, insects and vertebrates only diverged about 500--600 million years ago. In further support of this possibility is the finding, in several studies in insects, that suggests there is both a short-term memory (STM) and a long-term memory (LTM) component of shock-avoidance learning in the thoracic ganglia of the cockroach.

Thus, in the cockroach, the initial avoidance learning (STM) appears to dissipate within one hour after learning. However, after 2 or more hours the (LTM) memory returns. A similar time course is seen in shock avoidance learning and memory in the rat.[@cit0036] While still to be proven, it would appear that the bases of both STM and LTM is similar in both the insect and mammal. STM and LTM undoubtedly occur in all types of learning and memory.

[Figures 2, 3, and 4](#f0002 f0003 f0004){ref-type="fig"} are 'models\' of how neuronal structure and function, which are remarkably similar throughout phylogeny, can be used to explore the evolution of 'behavior\', \'learning\' and \'memory\' across the full phylogenetic range of nervous systems.

The measurement of '*mind':* The paradox of measuring *'the last transition'* {#s0007}
=============================================================================

The previous discussion suggests a way of approaching comparative studies of simple effector system learned behaviors across phylogeny which, hopefully, would provide useful insights into their underlying similarities and differences, as well as their evolution across phylogeny. In such learning and memory 'cause\' (sensory input) and 'effect\' (motor output) can be measured in equivalent metrics, such as CGS units and their derivatives. Thus, both sides of the 'cause\' and 'effect\' relation are connected through a dimensionally balanced equation. However, when it comes to comparing 'mind processes\' and their changes across the full phylogenetic tree, such as 'thoughts\', 'sensory perceptions\' or 'emotional feelings\', this opens a whole new domain beyond 'simple effector system learned behaviors\'.

This section contains some repetition of earlier statements to clarify in each example discussed the problems associated with trying to separate 'mind\' and 'brain\' phenomena and the interaction between them. With respect to 'mind perceptions\', in organisms with a nervous system, there are 2 'effects in the brain' following any given 'causal sensory stimulus\' such as light spectra, sound frequencies or chemoreceptor input. They are: (1) the activation of specific sensory nerves and other brain nerve potential activity, as well as other physical changes in the brain some of which can be measured by CT, fMRI and PET scans, and (2) the 'mind perception effect\' itself. Both 'effects' are caused by the same external sensory stimulus. However, while both the brain nerve potentials and brain scan 'effects' can be measured in the same physical measures as that of the causal sensory stimulus, (e.g., CGS measures and their derivatives), the 'mind perception\' itself, (i.e., the 'last transition' from, for example, nerve activity in any given sensory nerve and its network to a specific 'mind perception,' such as 'a color\', 'a sound\', 'a taste\' and 'a smell') cannot be measured in these same CGS units. Thus, although the physical changes in each 'sensory system\' causing these different "mind perceptions" are measureable in the same physical units (e.g., nerve potentials), the 'mind perceptions\' themselves are not.

Thus, when it comes to 'mind properties,' 'cause' and 'effect' do not appear measureable in the same CGS physical measures as they can be in the 'simple effector system learned behaviors' discussed previously.[^c^](#fn0003){ref-type="fn"} [^3] It would appear that the properties of the 'mind' itself cannot be measured in the very same physical dimensions and scales that are used to measure the entire physical universe, (i.e., mass, space, time and their derivatives). We can compare 2 'forces,' 2 'masses,' 2 'genes' and 2 'proteins' in these CGS measures but how do we compare 2 'mind perceptions\', such as 2 'thoughts,' 2 'feelings,' 2 'tastes' and 2 'smells' in these same measures? What are their physical boundaries in mass, time, shape, size and density?

Asking what the boundaries are of any 'mind phenomenon\' is like asking what the boundaries are of the universe. Physicists speculate and theorize on the possible multi-dimensionality of the universe beyond our measureable 4 dimensional space-time universe.[@cit0037] However, to qualify as 'Scientific\', any predictions from such theoretical speculations must be tested or testable in the physical measures used in our 4 dimensional space-time universe. The same situation would hold for any 'speculations\' about the possible role of other dimensionalities in the universe as those regarding the measurement of mind. Thus, just as in Physics, any 'postulates\' about the measurement of 'mind\' based on dimensionalities beyond our 4 dimensional universe would have to be tested or testable in the physical measures used in our 4 dimensional \`space-time universe\'. Otherwise, they are outside the realm of science.

Generally the fundamental units of measurement that the 'Scientist\' uses for the physical universe are based on a 'ratio scale\' of physical measurement.[@cit0005] This involves a measurement scale with an absolute zero and equal intervals between measures. Thus, the difference between 1 and 2 g is the same interval magnitude as between 99 and 100 g. A 10 g measure is twice a 5 g measure since we start from the same zero level. Not all physical measures in the universe, however, are 'ratio scale\' measures. Sometimes 'interval scale\' measures are used. In addition to ratio and interval scale measures, other scale measures often used, particularly for 'psycho-physical measures' (i.e., 'mind perceptions\') utilize an 'ordinal scale\'. Thus, an individual may be asked to quantify a degree of his/her perception of 'painfulness\' on a scale between 1 and 10 when 10 is greater than one. However, there is no 'absolute zero\' so we can\'t quantify that a rating of 10 is twice that of 5, and further, the intervals between ratings are not equal, and therefore we can\'t quantify that the difference in 'pain\' between a rating of 4 and 5 is the same as the difference in 'pain\' between a rating of 8 and 9 for an individual and certainly not between individuals. Ratio scale units of measurement and interval scale measurements measure quantity and the units within each scale are equal, and they are the fundamental physical units used to measure both biological phenomena as well as the entire physical universe. However, ordinal scale units of measurement as used in 'psycho-physical measurements\', measure quality, and are the units commonly used to measure 'perceptions\' (or so-called 'mind phenomena\'). Such ordinal scale measures represent 'more or less of something.' Thus, measures of 'thought', 'feeling\', and 'pain\' have no precise physical dimensions for measurement in the space-time dimensions and metrics of our physical universe.

As noted, all measureable properties of the physical universe throughout all science endeavors are primarily properties of 'quantity\', (i.e. the amount of something). We measure size, such as length, in centimeters and mass in grams and amount of time in seconds, and electrical activity in volts and amperes. But, as noted, properties of 'mind\' itself are not 'quantity\' properties. They are 'quality\' properties and therefore are not measureable in the physical units or their derivatives that are used to measure the physical universe. 'Mind properties\' ('perceptions\') are often referred to as ('sensations\') i.e., those 'qualities\' associated with specific sensory system stimulation such as sound, light, touch, taste and smell. While it is true one can intensify the 'quality\' of each of these 'mind experiences\' by increasing the 'quantity\' of their 'cause\', (i.e., the 'sensory input'), the 'mind experiences\' themselves, (i.e., the 'effects\'), are not measureable in the same physical units of science. To summarize: the same scale of measurement cannot be used for both the 'mind\' and 'brain\' functions because 'mind and brain\' are not measurable in the same dimensionally equivalent physical units.

A question which will arise in the reader\'s mind is this: How can one say 'mind properties\', such as a 'perception of a red car\', are not measureable in the CGS units of science when I can take a tape measure and go out and measure the length, width, and height of the car? I can put the car on a scale and weigh it and I can measure the speed at which it moves. So what are we talking about when we say 'mind properties\' are not measureable in the same physical CGS units?

An answer to this is that a person 'perceives\' an object (e.g., a red car) and 'infers\' that this 'perception\' is caused by an object outside of its body. The person\'s visual system detects the spectra and angles of the light reflecting from the car and, accordingly, it activates various neural pathways in the 'brain\' and a 'perception of the red car\' emerges in the 'mind\'. However, the 'human mind\' itself cannot be measured in the very units used to measure the physical basis of its perceptions. Thus, the measures of 'brain' and 'mind' (cause and effect) cannot be connected through a mathematical function as 'cause\' and 'effect\' relations are connected in all physical measurements throughout the universe. Thus, the units in which we can measure 'brain functions\' (i.e., nerve impulses, EEG patterns, transmitters, inhibitory and excitatory graded potentials, etc.) are all basic physical units or their derivatives, but the 'mind phenomena\'(perceptions/sensations) that may emerge such as erotic feelings including 'love\', 'along with elated feelings\', such as viewing a beautiful sunset, smelling a rose or listening to a moving Beethoven symphony, cannot be measured in these units, even though physical changes in body and brain which may be associated with these 'mind phenomena\' can be. Thus, nerve impulses, transmitters, inhibitory and excitatory nerve activity, patterns of EEG, etc. may well be associated, or the actual 'cause\', of a particular 'mind phenomenon\' (whether brief or continuous), but the array of 'mind phenomena\' themselves (the effects just described) are not measureable in the same CGS units in which one measures their associated neural changes.

When one writes about 'mind\' and 'consciousness\' and their dimensionless nature, one is at a loss for precise words, (e.g. nouns and verbs), to physically define a phenomenon (or phenomena) such as 'mind perceptions\' which are dimensionless in CGS units of measurement. How is one to physically describe and measure them? Specifically, you the reader, must realize that the processes you are going through while reading these lines and pondering on the definitions of 'mind\' and 'consciousness\' are precisely the ineffable phenomena we are talking about. We are conscious of our mind\'s experiences and they are as real as reality can be, and yet, because of their physically dimensionless nature, these experiences cannot be verbalized in the concrete language of scientific communication nor measured and described in CGS units and their derivatives.

In summary, \"That which you, the reader, experience as a 'mind phenomenon\' (e.g., a 'thought\' or a 'feeling\' as you read this text, which is as real as reality can be) cannot be measured in the CGS units or its derivative measures of 'Science\'. However, that which causes, or is closely associated with your mind experience of a 'thought\' or 'feeling\' (for example, 'nerve impulses\') can be measured in the CGS and derivative measures of 'Science\', but cannot itself be directly experienced as a 'mind phenomenon\'. Stimulation of the brain, by whatever cause, may or may not initiate a 'mind perception\', but when and if it does, it is the 'mind perception\' and not the 'neural activity\' underlying it that is perceived. Thus, you and I are not aware of nerve impulses or their changes. What we are aware of is the result of a 'transition' from nerve impulse changes to a 'mind experience.'"[@cit0039]^,^[^d^](#fn0004){ref-type="fn"} [^4]

All 'cause\' and 'effect\' relations in the physical universe are connected through dimensionally balanced equations of physical variables. Thus, when measuring 'momentum\', for example, both sides of the equation are measured in the same CGS units and their derivatives. However, when it comes to the relationship between a 'mind phenomenon\', such as a 'thought\' or 'feeling\' which can initiate 'brain neural activity\' or 'vice-versa\', their 'cause\' and 'effect\' relationship cannot both be measured in the same CGS measures and their derivatives as can be done in all other 'cause\' and 'effect\' relations in the physical universe.

The mystery of \"*labeled lines*\" {#s0008}
==================================

We know that 'human brain activity\' can initiate a variety of 'human mind experiences\' as noted by direct stimulation of our different sensory systems. It also has been shown that 'human mind activity\' can initiate specific 'human brain activity\' and other bodily changes. Libet addresses this and other issues related to it.[@cit0039] Two lines of evidence have shown that 'thoughts associated with words\' can initiate specific brain changes. Thus, 'a verbal thought\', such as 'lift a glass of water\', can initiate an EEG pattern of activity, and this pattern can be recorded and used to initiate a robotic device to carry out this function. This has been shown in humans.[@cit0040] It is useful for quadriplegics to use to initiate robotic device activity to meet their needs. This is a clear example of a 'specific verbal thought\' initiating 'specific brain activity\'. A second line of evidence also supports the notion that 'specific verbal thoughts\' can initiate brain and bodily changes. It is called the 'placebo effect\' and is a powerful example of the causal relation between 'mind\' and 'brain\', i.e., where 'specific verbal thoughts\' cause a change in 'brain activity\' leading to certain bodily function changes. It has been shown, for example, that telling someone that a certain 'pill\' (placebo) taken regularly over time will lower his/her blood pressure, and it does, shows that such 'specific verbal thoughts\' can produce a change in the 'brain\' followed by a 'change in bodily function\', (i.e., lowering of blood pressure).[@cit0042] At this point it is not clear how to distinguish a 'specific verbal thought\' from a 'non-verbal mind phenomenon\', such as, a 'mood\' or a 'feeling\'. Are these 2 types of mind experiences, (i.e., verbal and non-verbal), in the same category of a mind experience\', or are they 2 separate classes of mind phenomena? This is yet to be determined. However, the results show that a 'specific verbal thought\' can initiate identifiable brain and bodily changes.

While still controversial as to its exact meaning, the expression 'Labeled Lines\' is as near as the field of Neuroscience can get at present to explaining the 'cause\' and 'effect\' relationship between 'brain' and 'mind'. It generally is used to note how the exact same physical parameters of neurons and synapses, (i.e., nerve potentials, transmitters, etc.), in different sensory systems, can produce such radically different 'mind experiences\' (\'sensations\') as sight, sound, taste and smell. It has been said that if the primary 'auditory\' and 'optic\' nerves of the '12 cranial nerves\' of the 'head and neck\' could be crossed, we would hear lightning and see thunder.[@cit0039] 'Facial nerve \#7\' of the '12 cranial nerves\' has sensory input of both 'touch\' and 'taste\' receptors. If these 2 sensory inputs were crossed, would the 'mind experience\' be the 'touch of taste\' and the 'taste of touch\'? Clearly 'mind experiences\' are remarkably different from their similar underlying nerve activity. Recent evidence even suggests that if a person is born 'sightless\', the visual cortex remains functional as a 'visual site\' and can learn to convert other sensory inputs, such as 'sound\', into a 'visual-like\' experience.[@cit0043]

Conclusions {#s0009}
===========

Based on any of the proposed models of the 'phylogenetic tree of life\', studies of \"learning and memory\" will need to be done to determine how such 'behaviors and their changes\', have evolved across the full phylogenetic spectrum---from single cell aneural organisms, such as bacteria and protozoa, to humans. It is suggested that for uniformity as to the meaning of the phrase \"behavior and its change\" across the full phylogenetic tree, such studies use the phrase, \"effector measures,\" such as body movement, muscle contraction, glandular secretion or motor nerve/cell potential\" changes that are either 'self-initiated instrumental behavior\' or a response to specific identifiable stimuli such as in 'habituation and sensitization\', and \'Pavlovian conditioning\'.

'Cell potential measures\', such as transduction of a stimulus into a sensory receptor input and an effector system change, allow 'cause' and 'effect' to be measured in the same physical CGS units for simple effector system learning and memory in both neural and aneural systems across phylogeny.

In studies of 'mind phenomena\', the 'causes' in all of the sensory systems of the human brain can be measured in the same fundamental neural changes. However, the final 'effect' or 'last transition\', (i.e., the 'mind phenomenon\' itself\" in each sensory system) such as the 'color red\', the 'sound of a bell\', the 'taste of ice-cream\', the 'smell of a rose\', 'feeling of a cold temperature', 'the touch of silk\' as well as mood changes, cannot be measured in these same units. However, the same broad approach to comparative studies that has been discussed for 'behavioral learning and memory\', and which include systems from aneural single cell organisms to humans, still needs to be pursued with respect to 'comparative mind processes.' After all, if any phylogenetic tree of life model regarding evolution is correct, then any questions regarding 'mind processes\' in humans, for example, must consider their evolution from single cell aneural organisms to humans, regardless of the present paradox of whether they can be scientifically measured. This keeps open the possibility of future insights into their measurability so that further exploration continues to be done over time.

When one examines the behaviors, and their changes, seen in eukaryotic protozoa, such as in Paramecia, Spirostoma and Stentor, for example, one observes an enormous range of behavioral choices in any given situation (see refs. [@cit0003]). Thus, avoidance behavior, ciliary directional change behavior and contraction behavior are but a few of the range of behaviors and their changes that can occur at any given point in time depending on the situation. Such a range of 'behavioral choices\' would suggest 'decision-making\' or 'mind-like processes\' as in human beings. Thus, the evolution of such 'mind-like processes\' need to be considered and explored throughout phylogeny from aneural prokaryotes, such as 'bacteria\', as well as in protozoan eukaryotes, such as 'Spirostomum\' and \'Paramecium\', as well as in 'humans\'.

If one accepts a 'phylogenetic tree of life\' model as truly representing the evolution of all life (animal and plant), then one must explore how to measure the major evolutionary phenomena of 'learning and memory\' observed throughout phylogeny. Do the learned behavioral changes of 'habituation, sensitization, Pavlovian conditioning and instrumental learning\' also occur in 'plants\' as well as in 'organisms\'? Can one use comparable metrics in both 'plants\' and 'organisms\' in order to compare the evolution of these behavioral phenomena throughout the 'full\' phylogenetic tree of life?

Since 'plant-life\' is part of Woese\'s full phylogenetic tree of life model as shown in [Figure 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, one must question, and explore, the extent to which all 'attributes\' of 'behavior, learning, memory and mind\', observed (or speculated about) across phylogeny in 'organisms\', are noted in 'plant-life\'.[@cit0003]^,^[@cit0045] (Note the article by P.B. Applewhite on 'plant and animal behavior\' in ref. [@cit0003]). Further exploration of 'behavior\', \'learning\', \'memory\' and \'mind\' in 'plants\' is absolutely necessary in order to give full meaning to a 'phylogenetic tree of life\'.

Abbreviations
=============

CGSOne set of metrics used for physical measurements (Centimeters, Grams, Seconds)CSa conditional (mild) stimulus in Pavlovian (Classical) ConditioningCTcomputer-assisted tomographyEEGElectroencephalogramEMGElectromyogramFORFrame of ReferenceGSRGalvanic Skin ResponseLTMlong-term memoryMRImagnetic resonance imagingPETpositron emission tomographySCLSkin Conductance Level (palmar)STMshort-term memoryUCSunconditioned stimulus in Pav. Cond
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[^1]: Another set of such fundamental metrics are the \"MKS\" (meter, kilogram, second) units. These metrics have been upgraded to include other measures and are now known as the \"SI\" units.

[^2]: The word '*effector\'* can, for example, refer to a muscle contraction, glandular secretion or a body movement in an aneural protozoan, all of which may change in magnitude over trials.[@cit0009]

[^3]: The transition from the neural activity in an activated sensory system, such as optical or auditory, to a \'mind perception\' can be viewed as a '*correlation*\' rather than a '*cause and effect*\' relation. However, the evidence seen throughout the activity in any sensory system strongly suggests a '*cause and effect*\' relation throughout the system^.^

[^4]: Many scientists are trying to study the \"mind\" and have wrestled with this \"hard problem\" as David Chalmers has dubbed it (ref. [@cit0048]). We have tried to clarify in this paper what we believe is an important reason for the impasse.
